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Image not available for color: To view this video download Flash Player Order before 12pm AEST for delivery between 6pm - 9pm in metro locations within your state. Orders placed after 12pm AEST will be delivered on the next business day Order before 12pm AEST for delivery between 6pm - 9pm in subway locations within your state. Orders
placed after 12pm AEST will be delivered on the next business day* The availability of express delivery or on the same day is subject to a delivery address and product. The Breville® Cold* Juice Source with Cold Spin TechnologyTM* allows the juice to flow up and through the patent pending of the High Juicing System. So instead of making only a
small amount of juice, you can make up to 2 liters of juice at a time. The Jug Seal and Store can be stored directly in the door of your refrigerator and its sealed lid keeps the juice fresher for longer. The juice can be kept fresh for up to 3 days in the refrigerator or in the jar or in small glass jars of unique service. When you juice more and store it, you
can juice less often. This saves time in preparation and cleaning and makes drink your daily cup of homemade juice exceptionally convenient. A powerful and efficient 850 watt motor that generates processing speed of up to 13,000 rpm makes it easy to process the most difficult fruits and vegetables in a fraction of a second. The large feed straw
means that you can whole fruits and vegetables juice without precut which significantly reduces preparation and clean time. The juicer comes with a mouthpiece so you can juice straight into a glass and includes a brush for easy cleaning. LED Display.2L Suco Capacity Jug.3.4L Pulp Capacity Container.84mm Wide Kick. Cold turning technology.
Innovative cold extraction system Berlin's cold turning technology has been shown to transfer less than 1°C when extracting juice. Heat and processing can damageand delicate minerals found in fruits and vegetables. But, with Cold Spin TechnologyTM* and a precision mesh filter made Italian, Italian,Laboratory tests have shown that the juice is © as
"cold" as cold press juice with less than 0.9 C of temperature transfer. The word started by Johanssen 152; coldatez mora mora" refers to the transfer of insignificant heat in compared with other types of juices that use the same terminology. It is not intended to suggest that the extracted sum be cooled by a cooling mechanism inside the squeezer. Ã
Rayna160;+ Based on independent laboratory tests on Breville scavengers vs. slow scavengers/masticators vs. high-speed mixers commissioned by Breville by the Australian Government's National Institute of Media. TimeTimeTimeTimeA's only extra wide feed of the parade allows you to juice whole fruits and vegetables without ©-cutting. Seal and
Store Juice Jug. Enjoy the juice for days. The Seal and Store Juice Jug keeps© the fresh juice in the fridge for up to © three days. 2 Speed Electronic Controlic High speed for denser fruit and vegetables harder, low speed for leafy vegetables and soft fruit. LED DisplayThe LED display is © if the motor has stopped due to overload. This is © preventive
characteristic to ensure safe use and ensure engine longevity. Juice NozzlePerfect customized for juices without messing directly into a glass. Simply invert the nozzle when finished to avoid juice drips. Extra Wide Feed ChuteThe Juice Fountain Cold features breville's only extra-wide downfalls measuring 84mm for whole fruit and vegetable juice.
Suitable fruits [Vegetables, âApplesâ, âApricotsâ(stone removed), Beetroot (prated), Blueberries, Broccoli, Cabbage, Carrots, Cauliflower, Celery, Cucumber, Fennel, Grapes, Kiwifruit (skin removed/optional), Mangoes (peeled â€ stone), MelÃμes (peeled), Nectarines, Oranges, PÃªssegos, PÃªssegos, Feathers, Plums, Raspberries, Tomatoes,
Watermelon and more! 100% Natural Ice Blocks To make 100% natural ice blocks dump your of fruits and vegetables recently squeezed into blocks of ice and freeze overnight. What's in the box? 1x Breville Juice Fountain ÃÂ® Cold Juicer. 1x 2L Easy Seal Juice Jug with com Separator.1x Spout Slider for Juicing directly in glass.1x easy cleaning
brush. Brand Breville Product Type Drink Manufacturer Model Number BJE430SIL Breville Juice Source The Cold Is © 4.3 out of 5 by 233. Rated 3 out of 5 per dtsf I like juicer but....!!!! Makes a great juice quickly... Ã© how to drink tasty water The top lid gets blocked with the pulp very quickly I have to clean the lid off before the pulp and juice jug
are full so for every 2 ltrs I have to clean the machine twice need cleaning for every 1 liter juice I vary the product I put through© it to see if for the pulp to lock the lid top and broth I've given a few things a go and still blocks the juice that comes out of it Ã© great Overall I like the juice it makes and how quickly it does I don't like that I have to clean
the machine for every liter of juice it makes. Published date: 2017-05-14 Rated 5 out of 5 by Kay of My New Best Friend! I love this model! My juices are cold, made quickly, quietly, and the self storage pitcher © for my family. Easy cleaning ©! I usually make several different juices that I bottle so I can pick up and go and the cleaning between juices
has been wonderfully quick. I read the opinions about the pulp being wet, my pulp has been dried, no juice remaining! In fact, I recommend this juicer to everyone who mentions juicing in my presenã§a. Whether I'm judging by myself or my family of three, this unit works wonderfully! Published date: 2020-01-13 Rated 5 out of 5 by Diana W. of
Wonderful Juicer! We decided to try the Breville Cold Juice Fountain to get into jÃºbilo. I'm so glad we made it, like the juice we © now © FANTASTIC! The quality of the machine and its components drive me away whenever I use it. The plastic of the juicer pieces and the © thick, light and sturdy. The unit itself Very well done with a good juicing
juicing which cleans so easily. The unit as a whole is very easy to clean. I do it to the hand, for it is large and bulky, but can put you on the dishwasher, to facilitate. Weggina-sama We are very happy with our choice and the brand in general. This is also our first Breville product. Date published: 2021-08-19 rated 2 from 5 by lesley from them ruined the
project of this! This is my Third Breeville Successer over many years and this is horrible. I can not understand why they moved in the only project to make it more problematic. I'm very disappointed and I feel like I wasted my money for a clumsy machine. The pulp is very wet, which means that it is not extracting the juice with efficiency, the void juice
from the seal to the paper pulp box. The jug is very large and awkward and much of the juice remains in the superior central piece that now has a deep poço in the background. It is not the best work of them. Why repair what is not broken in the first place? Also you should be able to put all the components on the dishwasher. Date published: 2020-0819 Rated 3 out of 5 by dnama of Okay, but you receive what you pay for. I'm using this squeezer for a few months now and while it essentially does what it was to feel compared to others it wasted a lot of juice. The remaining pulp is always very wet that I find in comparison with other brands that I see where the pulp is quite dry because it is
extracting all the juice as it should. If you think we are in a budget IT39 @ s fine and will do good juice for you however, it may be worth saving if you can and get a better brand. Date published: 2019-10-20 Rated 2 from 5 by disappointing CB - Juice Well bought this squeezer eight months based on decent revisions. I typically juice twice a week,
sometimes more. The best thing about this squeezer is the jug. fabulous if it worked out the way it should. It does a terrific job in suction. After the first race, I get extremely wet pulp and half of it badly. © Cut. It fills up over of the release. To get a full jug, I have to pass the pulp exactly 3 times after the initial juice, which then provides a very foamy
juice, probably defeating the purpose of this squeezer first. Also - leaves a huge confusion to clean, and it takes almost as long as my cold press when I finish. Unfortunately after having paid a price as high, not a year later I am looking for a better squeezer. Date of publication: 2019-10-29 Rated 5 on 5 by Rodg de Great Product We look at this brand
because it proved its reliability and this model because it had the power and the features we want, we were not disillusioned Until now. It produces large juice and is easy to clean, as well as the cold press and the ability to store juice for a longer period. Date of publication: 2017-02-13 Rated 5 on 5 by erinsmith of Best Juicer! I already have this
squeezer there more than one month and I'm so happy with it. Easy to ride and clean, makes an incredible juice and does not get messed up. Highly recommended to anyone who wants a squeezer publication date: 2018-07-17 We intend to dispatch orders within 2 days. Delivery costs are calculated based on your location and size of your order. The
furniture can take up to 8 weeks to be delivered, since most products are made specifically for your order. Some goods may take longer to deliver if a product is currently currently in stock. A staff member will contact you where this occurs. Faith Returns If your product has failed a consumer warranty (as defined by the New Zealand Consumer Law)
then do not worry, you can easily return it to your local Harvey Norman store . Until we pay the sizes if you live in an area where there is no store. Our Return Policy covers any bought article (the conditions apply). Special price the price Wow. © Clear as day © 24/12/2021. Protect your purchase with Career Product ®. Get a new substitution mark if
your product suffers an eligible failure through © our support process without complication, hello © enjoy a range of exclusive benefits as a Free health check and fingerprints every year so you can try your new product even more. Discover all the benefits Product Care ÃÂ® brings you: Protection with CareÃa ProductÂ® you can relax knowing that
your purchase is protected. After an evaluation, if your product suffers a failure covered by the terms of your plan, we Ã@ 22% will arrange to have a new brand replacement delivered to your door. Support our range of support options ensure that you experience an easy and easy process free when you need to talk to us about your product career
plan. Whether you are suffering a failure or wanting to redeem your rights, we will provide you with guidance and support every step of the way. Advantage Having Product Care with your purchase means that you can enjoy a range of special benefits that are unique to you and will help you enjoy the experience of your new product even more.
Applicable conditions. This section should always be read in conjunction with the Terms and Conditions for The Replacement of Drug Care. Learn more about Product CareTM. Career.
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